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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Rotator cuff tear (RCT) is a pain-
ful, progressive condition resulting from dam-
age to the rotator cuff tendons and is the
leading cause of shoulder-related disability.
Surgical repair of rotator cuff is an established
standard of care (SOC); however, failure of the
procedure can occur. In this context, the use of
collagen-based bioinductive implant REGENE-
TEN showed long-term improvements in clini-
cal scores. The aim of the study was to assess the

cost-effectiveness of REGENETEN combined
with SOC (SOC ? REGENETEN) compared to
SOC alone from both National Healthcare Ser-
vice (NHS) and societal perspectives in Italy.
Methods: A decision analytic model was
developed to estimate the number of tears
healed and costs for the two considered treat-
ment strategies over 1 year. Clinical data were
retrieved from the literature, and the clinical
pathways for the management of patients with
RCTs were retrieved from four key opinion
leaders in Italy.
Results: Over a 1-year time horizon, healed
lesions were 90.70% and 72.90% for surgical
repair of RCTs with and without REGENETEN,
respectively. Considering the NHS perspective,
mean costs per patient were €7828 and €4650
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for the two strategies, respectively, leading to an
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of
€17,857 per healed tear. From the societal per-
spective, the mean costs per patient were
€12,659 for SOC and €11,784 for REGENETEN,
thus showing savings of €4918 per healed tear
when the bioinductive implant is used. The
sensitivity analyses confirmed the robustness of
the model results.
Conclusion: In the context of paucity of cost-
effectiveness studies, our findings provide
additional evidence for clinicians and payers
regarding the value of a new treatment option
that supports a tailored approach for the man-
agement of patients with RCTs.

PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY

The rotator cuff refers to a group of four mus-
cles, with tendons connected to the upper arm
bone, which act together to allow lifting and
rotating the shoulder. A tear of the rotator cuff
can affect either a single tendon or multiple
tendons. Typical first-line treatment includes
conservative therapies, which aim to alleviate
pain and reduce functional impairment, but are
often ineffective. Persisting disease is usually
managed through conventional surgical repair.
Recently, REGENETEN, a collagen-based bioin-
ductive implant derived from purified bovine
Achilles tendon, positioned over the site of the
damaged rotator cuff, achieved successful rota-
tor cuff tendon repair with an increase in healed
tears of 17.80% at 1 year compared to conven-
tional surgery. Considering the National
Healthcare Service perspective in Italy, the cost
needed to achieve one additional healed tear
using REGENETEN compared to conventional
surgery is €17,857. From the societal perspec-
tive, which includes patients’ productivity los-
ses from hospital admission to return to work,
the use of REGENETEN may be cost-saving
compared to conventional surgery. The findings
of our study provide evidence for clinicians and
payers to support the value of a new treatment
option for patients with rotator cuff lesions.

Keywords: Cost-effectiveness; Bioinductive
implant; Standard surgery; Rotator cuff disease

Key Summary Points

Rotator cuff tears, resulting from damage
to the rotator cuff tendons, are a leading
cause of shoulder-related disability. These
lesions are generally managed through
conventional surgical repair (standard of
care, SOC).

Surgical intervention using REGENETEN, a
collagen-based bioinductive implant,
showed an increase in healed tears of
17.80% at 1 year compared to SOC.

Considering the National Healthcare
Service (NHS) perspective in Italy, mean
costs per patient over 1 year were €7828
and €4650 for REGENETEN and SOC,
respectively. The incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio was €17,857 per healed
tear.

From the societal perspective, the analyses
showed savings of €4918 per healed tear
when the bioinductive implant is used.

These findings provide evidence for
clinicians and payers to support the value
of a new treatment option for patients
with rotator cuff lesions.

INTRODUCTION

Rotator cuff disease is a painful, progressive
condition resulting from damage to the rotator
cuff tendons and is the leading cause of shoul-
der-related disability [1]. Rotator cuff tears
(RCTs) are unlikely to spontaneously heal, and
disease progression is typical. The socioeco-
nomic burden of rotator cuff surgery is growing
and heavily affecting the working population,
with 390,001 RC repairs performed in Italy from
2001 to 2014 [2].
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Typical first-line treatment includes conser-
vative therapies, which aim to alleviate pain
and reduce functional impairment, but are
often ineffective [3]. Persisting disease is often
treated using surgical interventions. Surgical
repair of rotator cuff is an established standard
of care (SOC); however, failure of the procedure
is possible [4] with reported incidence up to
30% [5].

The REGENETEN implant is a collagen-based
bioinductive implant that can be used to treat
all stages of rotator cuff disease progression. The
implant uses highly porous, purified collagen
derived from bovine Achilles tendon and is
gradually integrated over a 6-month period,
ensuring long-term biocompatibility and an
excellent safety profile (so far, only two cases of
subacromial-subdeltoid bursitis with rice bodies
have been reported [6]). The clinical value of the
REGENETEN implant for the treatment of both
partial- and full-thickness tears is supported by
observational trials and real-world evidence. A
prospective study [7] of 30 patients with partial
or complete rotator cuff tears treated with
REGENETEN showed, 6 months after surgery,
complete integration of the implant and
absence of inflammatory or foreign body reac-
tions. Bokor and colleagues [8] examined 11
patients and showed a statistically significant
improvement in clinical scores after 5 years
from the intervention with REGENETEN com-
pared to preoperative values, with most repaired
tendons intact at 5 years. Another study [9]
collected outcomes data prospectively for 1 year
on 173 patients treated with REGENETEN in
partial- (52%) and full-thickness (48%) cuff
tears; the study showed statistically significant
improvements in standardized outcomes/scales
(visual analogue scale, single-assessment
numeric evaluation, Veterans RAND 12-Item,
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons and
Western Ontario Rotator Cuff) in both groups.
Thon and colleagues [10] assessed the safety,
outcomes and healing rates in large and massive
rotator cuff repairs using a bioinductive colla-
gen scaffold patch in a single-arm study on 23
patients. The authors reported 96% healing rate
and no adverse events attributed to the implant.

Compared with conventional surgery, the
REGENETEN implant may reduce overall direct

and indirect costs associated with treatment of
rotator cuff tears by enabling faster patient
recovery and durable repair. Direct treatment
costs compared with conventional surgery may
be reduced as a result of reduced requirements
for pain relief and physical therapy [9, 11, 12].
Rapid postoperative patient recovery and earlier
return to work with the REGENETEN implant
versus conventional surgery may reduce work-
ers’ productivity losses [11]. Low postoperative
re-tear rates with the REGENETEN implant may
translate into low requirements for revision
surgery and reduced long-term costs for
healthcare providers [8, 10].

Currently, only one study [13] assessed the
cost-effectiveness of REGENETEN compared to
standard of care; the study estimated an incre-
mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of
$13,061 per healed rotator cuff tear with
REGENETEN used during standard surgery
compared to conventional surgery alone from
the payor’s perspective in the US, and consid-
ering patients’ productivity losses, REGENETEN
was found to be cost-saving.

At this time, in Italy, the cost of the bioin-
ductive implant is not covered by the current
Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) reimbursement
but is sustained by the clinical centers them-
selves. Therefore, the generation of further evi-
dence is needed to show Italian decision-makers
the value of the clinical and economic benefits
associated with the use of REGENETEN in clin-
ical practice [14, 15].

METHODS

The aim of the study was to assess the cost-ef-
fectiveness of REGENETEN combined with
conventional surgery (SOC ? REGENETEN)
compared to conventional surgery alone (SOC)
from both National Healthcare Service (NHS)
and societal perspectives in Italy.

This article is based on previously conducted
studies and does not contain any new studies
with human participants or animals performed
by any of the authors.
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The Model

A cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) has been
performed to compare surgical repair of RCTs
with or without the use of REGENETEN from
both NHS and societal perspectives in Italy. The
analysis followed the Consolidated Health Eco-
nomic Evaluation Reporting Standards
(CHEERS) [16]. The CHEERS checklist is repor-
ted in the Supplementary Material.

The decision analytic model developed by
McIntyre and colleagues [13] was adapted for
the purpose of the present study. The model,
created with Microsoft Excel, consisting of a
decision tree representing the possible patients’
clinical pathways, was developed to estimate
the number of tears healed and costs associated
with SOC ? REGENETEN and SOC alone in an
adult population with full-thickness RCTs. If a
lesion does not heal, revision, reverse total
shoulder arthroplasty and conservative man-
agement options are allowed.

The clinical inputs considered in the model
were healing failure (re-tear) rates for the dif-
ferent lesion sizes (medium, large and massive)
and frequencies of subsequent events (revision,
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty and conser-
vative management) for the management of
healing failures. A literature search was per-
formed, starting from the references reported in
the study by McIntyre and colleagues [13], to
retrieve re-tear rates at 1 year for SOC and
SOC ? REGENETEN. The study by Parikh and
colleagues [17] was the source of data for the
management of healing failures. Table 1 reports
the clinical inputs used in the model (a more
detailed description of the clinical inputs is
reported in [13]). The base case model considers
a combination of the different tear sizes (med-
ium, large and massive).

A time horizon of 1 year was applied for
baseline analysis considering a population with
mean age equal to 58 years as reported in [13],
and no discount rate was applied to model

Table 1 Clinical inputs used in the model

Item Baseline
value

Lower confidence
interval

Upper confidence
interval

References

SOC re-tear rates

Medium 0.190 0.152 0.227 [18, 19]

Large 0.287 0.23 0.345

Massive 0.501 0.401 0.601

Combined 0.271 0.217 0.325

SOC ? REGENETEN re-tear rates

Medium 0.072 0.057 0.086 [8, 20, 21]

Large 0.119 0.095 0.142 [10, 20, 21]

Massive 0.093 0.074 0.112

Combined 0.0928 0.074 0.111

Events following re-tear/failure

Revision surgery 25.20% 20.20% 30.30% [17]

Reverse total shoulder

arthroplasty

3.90% 3.10% 4.70%

Conservative management 70.90% 59.80% 89.70%

SOC standard of care
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outcomes because of the short period analyzed.
Figure 1 shows the structure of the decision
model.

Data Collection

The clinical pathways for the management of
patients with rotator cuff full-thickness lesions
were retrieved from four key opinion leaders
(RG, EG, UGL, ET) in Italy belonging to clinical
centers, geographically distributed in Italy,
performing a high volume of procedures annu-
ally (Ospedale Generale Regionale ’F. Miulli’—
Bari, IRCCS Istituto Ortopedico Rizzoli—
Bologna, Fondazione Policlinico Universitario
Campus Bio-Medico—Rome, IRCCS Ospedale
Galeazzi—Sant’Ambrogio—Milan). A Delphi
approach [22] was applied since experts were
independently interviewed through online
meetings lasting 30–60 min in February–March
2023. Clinicians were asked to refer to the typ-
ical cohort of patients with RCTs and to report
data on healthcare resource utilization based on
their clinical experience. Data collected were
related to type and frequency of examinations
and visits performed before primary surgical
intervention and before subsequent options for
the management for non-healing lesions, fre-
quency and type of visits, examinations, drugs
and physiotherapy sessions related to conser-
vative management, healthcare services

performed in the follow-up and reimbursement
modalities for the different options. Experts
were also asked to report the DRGs applied for
the different types of surgical interventions
(obtained from the hospitals administrative
offices). For each item, a weighted mean was
calculated on the basis of the number of
responders. Mean values of healthcare resource
use were subsequently shared with the clini-
cians through email in April 2023 to obtain a
final validation. All the clinicians confirmed the
validity of the data presented.

Healthcare Resource Utilization and Costs

When healthcare services were paid for by the
NHS, we considered national DRG reimburse-
ment rates for hospitalizations and official tar-
iffs for outpatient healthcare services. As the
cost of REGENETEN is in general borne by the
hospitals, which, however, obtain funds from
Regional Health Authorities, also this cost has
been considered in the analysis.

Table 2 reports the summary of healthcare
resources used according to the different types
of treatment options as obtained from the KOL
responses.

From the investigation of DRGs, basically
three DRGs are applied for reimbursement pur-
poses. For the primary intervention both DRGs
223 (MAJOR SHOULDER/ELBOW PROC, OR

Fig. 1 CEA model representation. The figure is repro-
duced from ‘‘Arthroscopy, Sports Medicine, and Rehabil-
itation, 5(2), McIntyre LF, Nherera LM, Schlegel TF,
Resorbable Bioinductive Collagen Implant Is Cost

Effective in the Treatment of Rotator Cuff Tears,
e367–e374’’, Copyright Elsevier (2023). CEA cost-effec-
tiveness analysis, SOC standard of care
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OTHER UPPER EXTREMITY PROC W CC) and
224 (SHOULDER, ELBOW OR FOREARM PROC,
EXC MAJOR JOINT PROC, W/O CC) are used in
clinical practice (50% each), without differen-
tiating the use of REGENETEN. For the revision,
the DRG of the primary intervention is applied,

while for the reverse total shoulder arthroplasty
the DRG applied in all clinical centers is 491
(MAJOR JOINT & LIMB REATTACHMENT
PROCEDURES OF UPPER EXTREMITY). For
arthroplasty, the intervention is intended to be
performed with the implant of a standard
shoulder prosthesis, without the use of REGE-
NETEN or other biological implants; therefore,
the cost is assumed covered by the DRG reim-
bursement rate for this type of intervention
(DRG 491). Table 3 reports the summary of costs
used in the model (€, 2023).

Regarding post-surgery physiotherapy ses-
sions, we referred to the data reported in the

Table 2 Healthcare resource consumption

Items Mean value per
patient

Visits/examinations pre-surgery

Primary intervention/revision

Specialist visit 1.00

Radiography of the shoulder 0.50

Magnetic resonance imaging

without contrast

0.75

Magnetic resonance imaging with

contrast

0.25

Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty

Visit 1.00

Magnetic resonance imaging

without contrast

0.50

Radiography of the shoulder 0.50

Bone computed tomography 1.00

Conservative management (1 year)

Specialist visit 1.67

Radiography of the shoulder 0.33

Magnetic resonance imaging

without contrast

0.33

Physiotherapy (no. sessions) 19.00

Hydrokinesitherapy (no. sessions) 24.00

Laser/tecar (no. sessions) 20.00

Visits/examinations post-surgery (in the same year)

Visit 2.00

Radiography of the shoulder 0.34

Magnetic resonance imaging with

contrast

0.13

Table 3 Unit costs used in the model

Items Costs
(€)

References

Specialist visit 20.66 Code 89.7

Radiography of the

shoulder

17.82 Code 88.21

Magnetic resonance

imaging without contrast

133.28 Code 88.92.8

Magnetic resonance

imaging with contrast

204.15 Code 88.94.2

Bone computed

tomography

81.81 Code 88.38.3

Physiotherapy (1 session) 8.83 Code 93.16

Hydrokinesitherapy (1

session)

8.83 Code 93.16

Laser/tecar (1 session) 3.10 Code 99.99.1

REGENETEN implant

(mean value)

3484 Data provided by

the producera

Primary intervention/

revision

3041

4391

DRG 223,

National tariff

DRG 224,

National tariff

Reverse total shoulder

arthroplasty

8565 DRG 491,

National tariff

DRG Diagnosis-Related Group
aIncludes VAT 4% (implantable device)
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literature of 25 sessions, which were considered
for both REGENETEN and SOC [20, 21, 23].

The analysis from the societal perspective
included patients’ productivity losses, which
were estimated based on the weeks missed for
the return to work after surgery. These were 14
for SOC [11, 24] and 6.91 for REGENETEN [20].
Working time lost was valued through the
mean gross salary in Italy (annual value of
€29,748€ and €572 per week) [25]. Table 3
reports the summary of costs used in the model.

The mean cost per patient for visits and
examinations performed in the pre-surgery
period was €181 and €178 for primary inter-
vention/revision and reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty, respectively. The mean cost per
patient for visits/examinations and physical
therapy in the post-surgical period was €288.
The conservative management accounted for
€526 per patient. The cost of REGENETEN bio-
inductive implant was estimated as €3484
(mean cost for Italy provided by the producer).

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

A cost-effectiveness analysis was performed by
estimating the incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio (ICER) as the difference in the mean
expected costs between surgical repair of RCTs
with or without the use of REGENETEN divided
by the difference in the mean expected healed
lesions between these options, considering a
time horizon of 1 year:

ICER ¼ CostSOCþREGENETEN � CostSOCð Þ=
% Healed lesionsSOCþREGENETENð
�% Healed lesionsSOCÞ

The ICER represents the cost needed to
achieve one additional healed tear with the
use of REGENETEN compared to SOC alone. To
clearly interpret the comparison of clinical
outcomes between the two treatment options,
the number needed to treat (NNT) was also
estimated [26]. This represents the number of
patients needed to be treated with REGENETEN
to achieve one additional healed lesion over a
time period of 1 year.

In the base case analysis, medium, large and
massive tears were combined together while the
variations in tear sizes were explored in scenario
analyses. Additional scenario analyses were
performed considering the impact of risk factors
for lesions re-tearing like age (relative risk 2.12 if
age[60 years), hypertension (relative risk
2.05), obesity (relative risk 2.4) and alcohol
consumption (relative risk 2) [27].

Deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity
analyses (PSA) were performed to test the
robustness of the model. The PSA was per-
formed by assigning distributions to model
parameters (beta for probabilities of events and
gamma for healthcare resource use and costs,
with a standard deviation of 20% of the baseline
value); then, all parameters were randomly
sampled from their assigned distributions con-
sidering 3000 Monte Carlo simulations. Results
have been presented graphically as acceptability
curves. One-way sensitivity analyses were per-
formed on the model parameters by applying a
variation of ± 20% of their baseline values.
Regarding the probability of revision or reverse
total shoulder arthroplasty, these were varied
individually, and the probability of conserva-
tive management was calculated by difference
to obtain a total probability of events always
equal to 1. The results of these analyses are
shown in a tornado diagram for the ICER.

RESULTS

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

Over a 1-year time horizon, healed lesions were
90.70% and 72.90% for surgical repair of RCTs
with and without REGENETEN, respectively.
The NNT was 5.6, meaning that 5.6 patients
should be treated with REGENETEN to obtain
one additional healed tear over a time horizon
of 1 year.

Considering the NHS perspective, mean
costs per patient were €7828 and €4650 for the
two strategies, respectively. The ICER was
€17,857 per healed tear. From the societal per-
spective, the mean costs per patient were
€12,659 for SOC and €11,784 for REGENETEN,
thus showing savings of €4918 per healed tear
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when the bioinductive implant is used. Figure 2
shows the cost details for the different cate-
gories. The cost of REGENETEN represents
44.5% of the total cost from the NHS perspec-
tive and 29.6% of the cost from the societal
perspective.

One-way sensitivity analyses highlighted
that the cost of REGENETEN implant and the
probabilities of healing failure are the parame-
ters most impacting the model results

considering the NHS perspective (Fig. 3). From
the societal perspective, the number of weeks
off work for SOC is the parameter possibly
leading to the loss of dominance of SOC ?

REGENETEN; for a number of weeks lost equal
to 11.2, the ICER becomes €4082 per healed
tear.

The results of the scenario analyses are
reported in Table 4. Notably, the most cost-ef-
fective scenario for using REGENETEN from the

Fig. 2 Details for the different cost categories. SOC standard of care

Fig. 3 Tornado diagram reporting one-way sensitivity
analyses on the model parameters for the NHS perspective
(base case ICER €17,857/healed tear). ICER incremental

cost-effectiveness ratio, NHS National Healthcare Service,
SOC standard of care
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NHS perspective is the one considering obese
patients. In this context, the use of REGENETEN
implies an additional cost; therefore; the most
cost-effective scenario is the one reporting the
lowest cost per healed tear (€6438). However,
the most cost-saving scenario from the societal
perspective is the one that considers the use of
REGENETEN for the repair of medium-sized
lesions as it has the biggest saving per healed
tear (– €6559).

The PSA showed that surgical repair of RCTs
with REGENETEN may be cost-effective in the
totality of simulations considering a WTP
threshold [ €41,000/healed tear and €19,000/
healed tear for NHS and societal perspectives,
respectively (Fig. 4).

Table 4 Results for scenario analyses

Impact Delta costs Delta healed tears
(%)

ICER (cost or saving per healed tear)

NHS
perspective (€)

Societal
perspective (€)

NHS
perspective (€)

Societal
perspective (€)

Medium tears 3282 – 772 11.80 27,894 – 6559

Large tears 3194 – 859 16.90 18,935 – 5095

Massive tears 2863 – 1190 36.10 7926 – 3295

Age[ 60 years 2836 – 1218 37.70 7515 – 3228a

Hypertension 2857 – 1196 36.50 7831 – 3279

Obesity 2750 – 1304 42.70 6438 – 3052

Alcohol

consumption

2872 – 1181 35.60 8069 – 3318

ICER incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, NHS National Healthcare Service
aThe result is valid considering a patients’ age till retirement (\ 67 years). For patients[ 67 years old, the result for the
societal perspective is equivalent to the result for the NHS perspective

Fig. 4 Acceptability curves for the ICER for NHS (A) and societal (B) perspectives. ICER incremental cost-effectiveness
ratio, NHS National Healthcare Service, SOC standard of care
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DISCUSSION

Rotator cuff disease is a significant and costly
problem [8, 28, 29] that causes constant pain
and limits patients’ mobility [30, 31]. Progres-
sive in nature, small tears tend to grow in size
and severity over time, eventually requiring
surgery. The REGENETEN bioinductive implant
stimulates the body’s natural healing response
to support new tendon growth and disrupt dis-
ease progression [8, 32]. Derived from highly
purified bovine Achilles tendon, it creates an
environment favorable to healing [8, 32]. As
REGENETEN is a novel technology, there is
limited evidences on its cost-effectiveness pro-
file compared to standard care. Accurate infor-
mation regarding the cost-effectiveness of a
novel surgical implant is vital to inform policy
and ensure scarce resources are used to optimal
benefit.

In the context of a paucity of comparative
studies, our analysis, based on real-world data
[33], showed that, from the NHS perspective,
REGENETEN leads to an ICER of €17,857 per
healed tear considering a 1-year time horizon.
From the societal perspective, REGENETEN
shows a cost-saving profile. The sensitivity
analyses confirmed the robustness of the model
results and that the cost of the new technology
is one of the cost drivers together with the
probabilities of failure to heal. Our results are in
line with those presented by McIntyre and col-
leagues [13], who compared the use of REGE-
NETEN to standard of care for the treatment of
full-thickness RCT in the US. That study esti-
mated an ICER of $13,061 (about €12,097,
exchange rate $1 = €0.93) per healed RCT with
SOC ? REGENETEN compared to SOC from the
payor’s perspective (Medicare/Medicaid services
or insurance companies), while REGENETEN
was found to be cost-saving from the societal
perspective. Both studies considered the same
clinical inputs but differ concerning the assess-
ment of costs; the US study obtained resource
use data and cost information from the pub-
lished literature, while our study relied on
expert opinions to identify the use of healthcare
resources since published data in the Italian
context were not available.

The present study has some limitations that
need to be discussed. For the identification and
measurement of healthcare resource consump-
tion, we asked expert surgeons using a Delphi
panel. Each individual patient’s clinical path-
way is complex since it starts from the hospital
admission for surgery till the follow-up in out-
patient settings (i.e., visits/examinations and
physiotherapy). Administrative data are not
available to reconstruct the entire clinical
pathway; therefore, we deferred to expert
opinions to retrieve the number and type of
healthcare resources used, according to their
clinical practice. In this context, the Delphi
methodology seemed appropriate, as it is sug-
gested when administrative data are not readily
available or when access to them may be very
difficult, costly or time-consuming [34, 35].
Another point relates to the limited sample size
of the Delphi panel, which may not guarantee
representativeness of costing data. That said,
the experts are key opinion leaders in the field
and were chosen across Italy to obtain results
representing the context as broadly as possible.
Moreover, when empirical data are either lim-
ited or missing, evidence, often in the form of
expert judgments, is usually collected to inte-
grate the data collection [36, 37]. For future
studies, we recommend the collection of cost
data from specifically developed multicenter
registries to allow more accurate results.

Second, the model considered a short time
horizon in accordance with the different clin-
ical studies available in the literature used to
extrapolate re-tear frequencies. Recently,
Bushnell and colleagues [38] reported re-tear
rates of 13.2% at 2 years with supplemented
double-row repair technique for the bioinduc-
tive implant. This study, and possible future
clinical trials, will be able to highlight the
long-term advantages of the bioinductive
implant allowing a longer time horizon for the
analyses.

Third, the analysis on societal perspective
was limited to considering productivity losses in
the post-surgical period; however, patients may
bear costs for physical treatments, anti-inflam-
matory drugs, formal care and informal care,
which may be significant. In the future, the
collection of these specific data directly from
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the patients might provide a more comprehen-
sive view of the cost-effectiveness profile of
REGENETEN implants. Fourth, the model did
not consider aspects related to patients’ quality
of life. The literature reports different studies
that have evaluated the quality of life of
patients who underwent surgery for repair of
rotator cuff lesions. Nevertheless, these studies
were not specifically focused on the use of
REGENETEN but generally evaluated differences
before and after surgery [39–41]. Also in this
case, specific evidence generation from patients
would be crucial to measure quality-adjusted
life years for comparative purposes with the
standard of care.

Medical devices show particular challenges
for health technology assessments caused by
the rapid innovation, outcomes influenced by
training, competence of final users and
dynamic pricing [15, 42]. It has been demon-
strated that clinical outcomes and resource
consumption related to patients managed with
new technologies, such as REGENETEN, may be
influenced by the underlying learning curve of
the healthcare personnel [43]. Moreover, cen-
ters executing a higher number of procedures
may obtain better surgical performances and
produce better health outcomes at lower pro-
cedure costs [43]. Regular data collection and
monitoring could offer more robust data for an
iterative evaluation of the technology as long as
new evidence on these features accrue.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering healed tears as the outcome, our
findings showed the cost-effectiveness profile of
REGENETEN and that it may be a cost-saving
choice compared to SOC from the societal per-
spective. These findings provide additional evi-
dence for clinicians and payers on the value of a
new treatment option for patients with rotator
cuff lesions. currently, decision-makers can use
these preliminary results to support a tailored
approach in defining and treating the targeted
patient populations. Future studies comparing
standard and innovative approaches are rec-
ommended to increase the clinical evidence to

confirm or reject the validity of this preliminary
evaluation.
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